Using a wide range of legal, administrative and literary sources, this study explores the role of the royal pardon in the exercise and experience of authority in Tudor England. It examines such abstract intangibles as power, legitimacy, and the state by looking at the concrete life-and-death decisions of the Tudor monarchs.
This is a series of monographs and studies covering many aspects of the history of the British Isles between the late fifteenth century and the early eighteenth century. It includes the work of established scholars and pioneering work by a new generation of scholars. It includes both reviews and revisions of major topics and books, which open up new historical terrain or which reveal startling new perspectives on familiar subjects. All the volumes set detailed research into our broader perspectives, and the books are intended for the use of students as well as of their teachers.
For a list of titles in the series, see end of book. Archives) , the Huntington Library, the Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies at the University of Toronto, and above all, the Public Record Office. I must also thank the Marquises of Salisbury and Bath for permission to use their family papers.
My family and friends have offered incredible support over the years. Jane Hallett and Aphra Corcoran have not only been great friends, but also let me repeatedly abuse their hospitality during trips to the Toronto libraries and visited me in England to make sure that I left the archives from time to time. My parents and sisters have always given encouragement and my three wonderful nieces have provided the entertainment. The conventional phrases of gratitude cannot begin to cover the debts, both scholarly and personal, that I owe to Todd McCallum. Explaining my facts and defending my arguments to an historian of twentieth-century Canada has given this book a shape it would not otherwise have had. If this work interests and makes sense to non-early modernists (and I hope it does), it is largely because of Todd. That it is finished at all is entirely because of him. He read the various incarnations of each chapter more times than is fit for one person to do. He has been my best critic and best friend. I owe my greatest debts to my grandmother, Mrs. Dorothy Kesselring, and to her late sister, Dr. Marion Dick. They not only provided unflagging support and encouragement throughout my seemingly never-ending university career, but also served as the sort of role models every young woman should have. It is to them that I dedicate this book.
